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Abstract—The paper describes the evolution and applicative execution of online testing the three phase 
transformers or distribution transformers. To achieve this aim we are designing a transformer testing kit which 
can perform the described tests on a single kit. This kit is basically focused on the routine test of the 
transformer. As the size of kit is compact than other kits that’s why it is easily portable. It is the main advantage 
of this kit. The transformer testing kit taken into account due to its versatility as it works, it determines the 
various parameters of the transformers. This kit substantially reduces the testing time and saves energy while at 
the time achieve accuracy compared with conventional transformer’s testing methods. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Serious damages are to occur as a result to any kind 
of failure. Thus, failing becomes totally unacceptable 
with regard to the critical aspect of the transformers 
or power transformer. This failure may cause severe 
damage, not only to the asset itself, But also to the 
surroundings. 
 Replacing on a time-based principle is not the 
alternative since the replacement costs for these 
assets can be enormous; therefore preventive action is 
further more valuable by testing and doing a 
transformer or power transformer diagnosis 
On-site tests on high voltage power transformers is of 
increasing interest as part of 
transformercommissioning, as a diagnostic tool for 
condition assessment and as an acceptance test just 
aftertransformer repair or refurbishment.A power 
transformer is one of the most important and 
expensive pieces of equipment in 
electricpowersystems. Economic operation of 
electrical energy generation, transmission and 
distribution is closelyrelated to power transformers’ 
reliability and availability. 
All transformers require Maintenance and Repairs to 
ensure that they are functioning up to industry and 
manufacturer’s standards.  The likelihood of repairs 
and maintenance increases as the transformer ages. 
Serious Damages are to occur as a result to any kind 
of failure. Thus, failing becomes totally unacceptable 
with regard to the critical aspect of the transformers 
or power transformer. Thisfailure may cause severe 
damage, not only to the asset itself, but also to the 
surroundings.  
Due to all this condition it is necessary to check the 
condition of the transformer regularly, hence it good 
to use such kit to reduce time and efforts too.  
In accordance with the requirements of IEC76 or 
ANSI/IEEE C57, all manufactured transformers are 
subject tothe following seven routine tests in order to 
ensure that theymeet the guarantee performance. 
These are: 

1. No-Load loss test and excitation current 
 

2. Impedance voltage and Load loss test 
3. Resistance measurements of all windings on 

the ratedVoltage tap and at the tap extremes 
of the first unit madeon a new design 

4. Ratio test on the rated voltage connection 
and on alltap connections 

5. Polarity and phase relation tests on the rated 
voltageconnection 

6. Induced over voltage withstand test 
7. Applied voltage test 

The entire test above is not possible to perform but in 
that above test we can perform six tests of it those are 

1. Applied voltage test 
2. Ratio test 
3. Magnetizing current test 
4. Magnetic imbalance test 
5. Impedance voltage test 
6. Vector group and tap changer test 

                      All these above test can perform on one 
device which reduces the cost of the expensive testing 
kits of the transformers. 
 
II. BLOCK DAIGRAM AND OVERVIEW OF 
KIT 

 
A. Block daigram 
The figure shown below is the block diagram of 
transformer testing kit. It is the actual construction 
vies layout of the kit. We have made it simple in 
construction and easy to understand. It consists of 
electrical devices such as connectors, ammeters, 
voltmeters and indicators etc. Connected in its 
assembly, which is in proper sequence. 

 
Fig. 1 block diagram of transformer testing kit 

III. TESTS PERFORM BY THE KIT 
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Following are the tests performed on the transformer 
testing kit to check the healthiness and life of the 
transformer, to monitories the parameters of the 
transformer.   

1. Ratio test 
2. Magnetic balance test 
3. Magnetizing current 
4. Impedance voltage test 
5. Vector group test 

These tests come under the routine tests 
performeddaily on transformers for proper 
monitoring of the parameters. These tests are briefly 
explained below: 
 
B. Ratio test  

 The turns ratio test is an AC low voltage 
test which determines the ratio of the high 
voltage winding to all other windings at no-
load. The turns ratio test is performed on all 
taps of every winding. 

 Out-of-tolerance, ratio test of transformer can 
be due to shorted turns, especially if there is 
an associated high excitation current.  

 Ratio measurements are conducted on all tap 
positions and calculated by dividing the 
induced voltage reading into the applied 
voltage value. When ratio tests are being 
made on three-phase transformers, the ratio is 
taken on one phase at a time with a three-
phase TTR until the ratio measurements of all 
three phases are completed. 

 The procedure of transformer ratio test is 
simple. We just apply three phase 415 V 
supply to HV winding, with keeping LV 
winding open. The we measure the induced 
voltages at HV and LV terminals of 
transformer to find out actual voltage ratio of 
transformer. We repeat the test for all tap 
position separately. 

 
 Open turns in HV winding will indicate very 

low exciting current and no output voltage 
since open turns in HV winding causes no 
excitation current in the winding means no 
flux hence no induced voltage. But open turn 
in LV winding causes, low fluctuating LV 
voltage but normal excitation current in HV 
winding. Hence open turns in LV winding will 
be indicated by normal levels of exciting 
current, but very low levels of unstable output 
voltage. The turn ratio test of transformer also 
detects high resistance connections in the lead 
circuitry or high contact resistance in tap 
changers by higher excitation current and a 
difficulty in balancing the bridge. 

C. Magnetic balance test 
 The Magnetic Balance test is conducted on 

Transformers to identify inters turn faults 
and magnetic imbalance.  The magnetic 

balance test is usually done on the star side 
of a transformer. 

 Magnetic balance test is done on transformer 
to see whether the transformer core is 
magnetically balanced or not and also 
winding condition in fault condition due to 
high currents winding may be damage. 
 

 
 

Fig.2 magnetic balance test for star connected 
transformer. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 magnetic balance test for delta connected 
transformer. 

 
 There are three limbs side by side in a core 

of transformer. One phase winding is wound 
in one limb. The voltage induced in different 
phases depends upon the respective position 
of the limb in the core. The voltage induced 
in different phases of transformer in respect 
to neutral terminals 
 

 Forexample:-We are having delta HV and 
star winding LV side HV side we will be 
have three bushings, those r 1x, 1y, 
1z.HVsides we will be have four bushings 
2x, 2y, 2z, and 2n.We can do this magnetic 
balance test with 1phase. Supply 1phase and 
neutral (230v) or with 2-phase supply2-
phases (440v). Step of magnetic balance 
test: give power supply 1-phase or 2 
phasesbetween 1x and 1y, measure the 
voltages between 1y-1z and 1x -1z and also 
2x-2n, 2y-2n,2z-2n.So here if the core is 
correctly balanced then we will get results as 
follows 
1x-1y 1y-1z 1x-1z 2x-2n 2y-2n 2z-2n 
440 300 140 90 50 40 

D. Magnetising current 
 Magnetizing currenttest of transformer is 

performed to locate defects in the magnetic 
core structure, shifting of windings, failure 
in turn to turn insulation or problem in tap 
changers. 

 These conditions change the effective 
reluctance of the magnetic circuit, thus 
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affecting the current required to establish 
flux in the core.  

 This current is related to the transformer 
equivalent primary inductance value and the 
appied primary voltage and givensource 
frequency. 

 Magnetizing current flows into the primary 
irrespective of transformer load condition. 
The primary and secondary load compoents 
of magnetic flux are notionally in balance 
but the primary current always has a 
magnetizing compents which adds to the 
primary load current component. 

 Since there is usually a phase displacement 
between the load and magnetizing 
components, the effective primary current is 
determined by the complex number addition 
of the two primary components not a simple 
algebric addition. 
 

E. Vector group test 
 The phase sequence or the order, in which 

the phases reach their maximum positive 
voltages, must be identical for two paralleled 
transformers. Otherwise, during the cycle, 
each pair of phases will be short circuited. 

 The several secondary connections are 
available in respect of various primary three 
phase connection in the three phase 
transformer. So for same primary applied 
three phase voltage there may be different 
three phase secondary voltages with various 
magnitudes and phases for different internal 
connection of the transformer. 

 
Fig. 4 vector diagram. 

F. Impedance voltage test 
 Impedance voltage of a transformer is the 

voltage required to short circuit the 
secondary winding terminals of 
the transformer and applies voltage 
gradually from zero at  
primary winding increase the voltage 
gradually till the full load current flows in 
the secondary. 

 The voltage at which full load current flow 
that voltage is the impedance voltage of the 
transformer.This is required for short circuit 
calculations.You can find on the transformer 

name plate as Impedance voltage or 
percentage impedance.  

 The percentage of a transformer can be 
described as the percentage of the nominal 
voltage in the primary that is required to 
circulate the rated current in the secondary. 

 The percentage impedance of a transformer 
a crucial parameter when operating 
transformers in parallel. It also determines 
the fault level of a system during faults.  

 
 
CONCLUSION 

 
The transformers are important components in power 
system and consequently, quality and precision tests 
which must be made on them can have a determining 
role in reliability and stability of them in power 
system network. This kit brings various advantages to 
us form maintenance of transformer. It extremely 
saves time, energy and money and decrease efforts. 
Most important thing is that it is portable so we can 
easily travel with this kit. No such transportation cost. 
Hence, it’sso advantageous to use this kit to perform 
tests of daily routine this can help to the working 
person, reduce his efforts and can maintain the 
transformer in proper way. This will increase the 
transformer life for long years. 
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